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ABSTRACT
Message passing is directed toward the production of programs that: are intended to
execute efficiently in a computing environment with a large number of processors The
paradigm attempts to address the computational issues of state change and comminication
:directly with appropriate primitives. Efficienti programs are evolved for fast: factorial and
path existence determination in a directed graph.
This paper is a contribution to the continuing debate on programming methodology.
It. advocates that imple: initial, implementations of programs should be constructed and then
the. :implementations should be -evolved. to meet their partial. specifications where it is
anticipated that the partial specifications will themselves evolve with time.
The programming methodology used in this paper is intended for use with an actor
..... achine.. which consists of a large number of processors connected by a high bandwidth
network.: We evolve implementations for factorial and for the path existence problem that:
execuite in the logarithm of the amount of time required on a conventional machine.: ."The
implementation (with no redundant -exploration): of the path existence problem evolved in
this paper is more efficient than any implementation that can be programmed in a dialect%
of ptre LISP that allows the arguments to a function to be evaluated" in patalleL 'This is
.evidence that applicative programming in languages like pure LISP is apparently. less
efficient in some practical applications The efficiency of such applicative languages is
important :because many computer scientists are proposing to use them on future generation
patallte machines whose architectures exploit ultra large scale integration .
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I -- A DESCRIPTION SYSTEM
The main goal of the description system is to enable the following kinds of
descriptioni to be conveniently used:
PARTIAL descriptions are used to express .whatever
properties of an object happen to be known at particular point in
time if, they' are incomplete. Partial descriptions are important in
partial specifications because it :is impossible to arrive, at complete
specifications for a large software system all at once. They' are
important in proofs because in a proof some properties are given
whereas others must be derived.
INCREMENTAL descriptions which enable us to further
describe objects when more information, becomes available and are a
necessary feature for the use of partial descriptions. Incremental
descriptions are important in proofs and incremental specifications
'because all of the properties. are not available at one time but must
be derived and evolved with. time.
MULTIPLE descriptions which enable us to ascribe' multiple
overlapping :descriptions to an object which is. used for multiple
purposes. Multiple descriptions :are important in multiple specifications
and proofs because different. properties of an object might be useful in
different contexts.
Our description system: is used in stating partial specifications of programs, as a
powerfid flexible notation to state type declarations, and as a notation to express conditions
that are tested during program: execution. The assumptions and the constraints on the
objects manipulated by a program are an integral part of the. program and can bet used
both as checks when the program is running and as iseful information which can be
:exploited by other systems which examine the program,. such as translators, optimizers,
indexers, :etc. We believe that bugs occurring in programs -are frequently caused by the
violation of implicit 'assumptions about: the environment in which the program is intended to
operate. Therefore many advantages can be drawn by a language that encourages the
.programmer to state such assumptions: .explicitly and by a -system which is .able to. detect
when they are violated.
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Consider a describe command of the following form:
(describe d
[preconditions: preconditions.on.d] ;preconditions are optional
[is: descriptions..fd]
[consequences: constraints.ondescriptions.ofd]) ;constraints are optional
The above command says that if x is an object which is described by a such that
preconditions..ond hold, then x is described by all the descriptionsotoLd and, furthermore, all of
the constraints.on..descriptions_oLd hold. In other words the command has the same meaning as
the following statement:
((d such that preconditions.on.d) is (descriptions-of.d such_that constraints.on.descriptionstof.d))
The syntax of the describe command was chosen to avoid the nesting of parentheses that
can -be seen in -the above statement.
Our description .system is based on the. Axiom of Transitivity of Predication which
can be stated as follows:
if (<description1 > Ji <description 2>) and (<description 2) is <description 3>)
then (<description1i is <description 3>)
The importance of the above axiom is that it implies that inheritance holds in our"
description, system.
-Our description system is designed to allow us to provide multiple partial
descriptions of objects. For example cotnsider the following descriptions:
(describe (an lnteger). ;an integer
[is:
(a Real) ;is a real number and
(CI (ain Odd) (an Even))]) ..;is either an. odd integer or an eten intieger
Notice that the detcribe command is assymetric so that it would be incorrect to say:
(describe (a Real)
[is:. (an Integer)])
Furthermore it would also be incorrect to say
D)RAFT May 1919
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(describe (a .eal)
[is: (anIn:teg.erl)])
since some real numbers are integers.
Our description system successfully deals with an important distinction that. has
plagued most previous systems which rely on inheritance. Given that vr is a Real and that
Reil is a ReaL-clo.sedjield, one should not make the mistake of concluding that ir is a
ReaLclosedJie'ld; %Note: that this mistake will not occur in our system because the rule of
transitivity of predication does not apply to the following two descriptions:
(describe r
[s: i(a Real)])
(describe Real
[is: (a Real.iosedjfield)])
Note that we have described Real as being a real closed .field. Describing. an instance such
as (a Real) as being a field would be a mistake. Logicians as long ago as Aristotle have:
known that Cartesiart.complex must not be confused with (a Cartesian complex). However, a
good notation was lacking in which to axiomatize the difference.
Below I give more examples of multiple partial descriptions which will prove -useful
in the first programming example considered in. this paper:
(describe (a Noun.egativejinteger) ;a non negative initege
[is:
(An Integer) ;is an integer and
(l0o. (a Positivejntegor))J) ;is. either 0 or a positive integer
(describe (a Positiveinteger) ;a positive integer
[is:
(a Non..negativej.nteger) ;is a non-negati•e integer
"40]). ;and .is riot 0
Notice that we have just established interdependency among our descriptions because we
have described Non.negativejnteger in terms of Positiveinteger and vice versa. Partial
descriptions like the ones above are illegal in almost .all type systems. The desire to inake
coreferential: descriptions such as these has been one of the: driving forces -in the evolution
of our description system. For example the same kind of: coreference shows up in. the.
descriptions of Odd and Even below.
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(describe .(anOdd) ainh odd integer
[is:
(,an Integer) ;is an integer and
-(an Even) ';is not an even integer
S( + (an Even))]) ;aAd is 1 plus an even integer
(describe (an Even) ;an even integer
[is:
.(an integer) ;is an integer and
,(an Odd) ;i- not an odd integer
(2*, (an Integer))]) ;and .is.2 times an integer
The above descriptions enable us to state some relationships between Even and: Odd integers.
Of course there is more to understand than simply the relationships :that have been stated
above,. but the above descriptions are a start.
It. is. important to realize that the descriptions given in this paper are not
necessarily definitional. For example the following descriptions of 0 and 1 do not:
uniquely characterize them;
(describe 0.
[is:
(a NondnegatieoJntegqr)
(an Even)
Note that multiple descriptions allow us to directly express the fact that o is -1 as: well -as
that it is an Even number. Thus it is not necessary to continually rederive the former
.description .from. the latter.
(describe 1
[is:
(a Positivejnteger)
(an Odd)
1o])
For example 3 satisfies the same description as as the one given above for 1.
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(describe 3
.is:
(a Positiveinteger)
(an Odd)
40R])
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The description system also needs to be able to describe attributes of objects For
example a Triangle has three vertices v1, v2, and v3 as well as three. sides. In the description
below we, use the character "=" to mark the introduction of local identifiers. Local
identifiers play a role in the description system similar to the. role. played by free identifiers
in formulas in the quantificational calculus: they can be bound to any object.
(describe (4 Triangle)
[is:
(a Polygon)
(a Triangle
[verltex: =v]I
[vertex 2: "=v2
[vertex3 : =v3]
[side 1 : (a Line..egment [end1: =vl]] end2: =v2l])
[sid.:: (a Line.segment [endi: =v2] [end2: =v3])]
[side 3: (aLine..segment [end:t -v3] [end2t =vi 1 )])])
where a Line.segment can be described as follows:
(describe (a Line.segment)
(a Geometricfigure)
(a Line.segment
[endit. (a Point)]
[end2: (a Point)])])
Note that by using the concept Line-segment twice in the above description. that we have
specified that every Line.segment has two attributes end1 . and end2 , hich each have as value a
Point.
A Point can. be described as follows:
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(describe (a Point)
[is:
(a Geometric Jigure)
(a Cartesian.point
[xscoordinate: =x (a Real)]
[y.coordinate: :y (a Real)]
(magnitudes .(=x2 + =y2 )( 2)])])
Thus if
(pl is (a Cartesian.point .xcoordinate: 3] [y..coordinate: 4])).
then
(p1 is (a Cariesianpoint [magnitude: 5]))
The above description of a Point does not make any commitments regarding the
physical representation of Points. For example the length attribute need not necessarily be
stored explicitly all the time but can be computed if and when it is needed. Furthermore
the- x..coordinate and y..coordinate need not. be part of the physical representation of a point
because the point might be described .in polar form as :follows:
(describe (a Cartesianpoint (x..coordinate: =x] [y..coordinate: sy])
pisr
(a Polar.point .[magnitude: =r (x2 +y2)(1 /2)])
((a Polar.point [phase: (sin"1 (y / =r))]) if (=r . 0))])
Note.: that the phase is a iconditional attribute of a Polar4point; it is guaranteed to be
present only if the magnitude is nonzero.
In many cases the attributes of a concept are conditional. For example the fact
that.a Real has :an inverse only if it is nonzero can be expressed as follows:
(describe ((a Real) which.is.=x)
[precoiiditions: -0]
(is: (a Real .inverse: .=x' (a Real)])]
(constraint: ((x s x') is 1)])
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Using the description system, it is easy to describe result of operations. ,:For
example the. difference of two points can be described as follows:
(describe (=Pi -=P2 )
[preconditions:
(P1i is (a Point [x.coordinate: =xi] [y.coordinate:.=yl]))
(P2: is (aPoint [x-coordinate: =x2 ] [y_..coodinate: =y2]))]
[is: (a Point [x.coordinate: (xl - x2)] [ycoordinate: (Y - Y2)]
I believe that it is important for a description system to allow information to be
presented in an incremental fashion. For example it should: be possible for the user to later
fuirther describe Line..egments as also having another attribute length which. is the sunt of
the lengt:hs of the sides-
(describe (a Line_segment [endl: =Pi] [end 2: =P2])[preconditions: ((Pi - 2) is (a Point [magnitude: =1]))]
S[is: (a Line.segment [Iength' .i])])
Note that the above command is further describing the entire description
(a line.segment tend1: -pli] [end 2: =P2])
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II -- FAST FACTORIAL
The first problem that will be investigated is to efficiently compute n!.
I wotild like to contrast the derivation of an efficient implementation of factorial
presented here with the classical method of derivation which requires the invention of :a
loop invariant. The loop invariant method, can be explained as follows 1
We want a program satisfying the specification
In _ 0) "Compute n!" ly = n!)
To construct this program in a top-down fashion; without using oto's,
we begin with the invariant-
I y*k! =n! kA :0
Since this invariant embodies the essential idea behind the algorithm~
one would expect the rest of the program development to be
straightforward
In the above derivation y is the output variable and k is an internal variable of' the
program to be constructed. Some advocates of "structured programming" insist that the
derivation of an implementation of factorial should begin with the invention of the above
ljoop invariant.
It seems to me that requiring the derivation of an implementation to begin with the
invention of a loop invariant often leads to an obscure .and unmotivated derivation. Instead
. plan to develop a recursive program for factorial and then. make use of a standard
transformation into iterative form. In this way I will derive the loop invariant as a product
of the programming methodology advocated here.
--1 --f ------- Reynolds ---------------1977--I: Ctf., 1Reynolds .1977
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IL1 --- Preliminary Thoughts
To my derivation of an efficient implementation, notice the following elementary
facts about factorial.
(describe (fadtorial O)
The above fact, is very useful in the derivation of an implementation because it enables me
to: create.an implementation which can immediately solve the problem which is posed when
(fuctorial 0) is evaluated.
(describe (factorial :=n)
[precondtions: (n iS (a Positivejnteger))]
[is:. (h * (factorial (n - 1)))])
The above .fact enables me to see how to construct an. implementation to simplify the
problemi of computing the value of n! for n>0. by solving. the problem of computing (n-)!,
and then multfplying the answer by n. Since this leads to, the sequence of problems of
compui ting n!, (n-)!, o .., 0! that can all be delegated to the implementation which can' always
solve the: last one.
SIL2 --- A Concurrent Case Expression
Clearly some kind of conditional test is needed' in implementations. Use will be
made: of select.casefor expressions of the following form:
(SeleCd cas.efor expression
patter produces bodyl)
(pattern produces body):
[nonef..the.a&bove: alternative.body])
which when evaluated first evaluates expression, to produce a value V If tile value V matches
any of the pattern1 then the corresponding body1 is executed, and its value is the value of the
seldctcasef or expression. If the value V matches more than one of the pattern then an
arbitrary: one. of the corresponding. body1 is selected to be executed. However, if the value
of expression can match two different patterns the user will be warned demonstrate' that the
results of executing the bodies. are indistinguishable. This rule has the advantage that it
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makes bodyi more modular since it depends only on pattern, making it easy to add more
selections later. Thus the rule of concurrent consideration of cases encourages the
construction of programs which are more modifiable. The programs are also more robusts
since the addition of new cases is less likely to introduce bugs in already existing cases.
We shall say that two activities are concurrent if it is possible for them to occur at
the. sanae. The concurrent case statement facilitates efficient :implementation by allowing
concurrent matching of expression against the patterns. This. ability is important in
applications where a large amount of time: is required to determine -whether or -not
conditionis hold. Thus the rile  of concurrent consideration of cases enables some programs
to be implemiented more efficiently.
If the value V does not match any of the. attern1 then -alternative.body is executed
This rule provides the 'ability to have the patterns iepresent special cases leaving the
alternative.body to: deal with the general case if none of the special cases apply.
113 --- An Initial Implementation
Using the above construct, I propose the following implementation:.
(describe (factorial =n)
[preconditions: (n is (a Non-negativejnteger))]
;n i a non-negative integer
[is:
(an Integer)] ;the value is an integer
[iotplementation:
(select case for n
(0 .produces 1)' ;in case. n is 0, the value. is 1
((> 0) produces (n:s (factorial (n9 1)))))])
;in"rcase his -not 0, the vilue is n times (n-l)!
We: would like. to prove that the above implementation satisfies its description.
The problemt is to' show that the definition is an Integer,. The proof canti be done by
induction on ha.
Baisis:
Suppose (n is 0)
Then (factorial n) is 1 is (an Integer)
DRAFT. May 1019.
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Induction:
.Suppose (factorial (n- 1)) is. (an Integer)
Then (factorial n) is (n S (factorial (n - 1))) is
((antIntegei) . (all Integer)) is (an Integer)
IL4 -- An Iterative Implementation
The above -implementation is inefficient because it uses, extra storage in the
xrecursive :invocations of itself. Applying a standard transformation [Stafndish et aLl 1976,
Burstall and Darlington: 1977,. -Strong: 19711] for translating 'recursive procedures into
iterative ones . , I obtain the following implementation:
(describe (factorial =h)
.preconditions: (n is (a "Non.negaitiveinteger))]
t[iti:(an Integer)]
(implementation:
(selectcase.for n
(O produces 1) ;in case n i 0, thie value is 1
((>0O) produces ;in case n greater tan O.
(factorial.times.accumulation [index: n] [accutnulation: 1])
;then the valbe is given by the definition below
where
(describe (f actorialtimes.accumulation
[index: =k. (a Positivejnteger)]
[accumulationr: =y (an Integer)])
[is:
(an Integer)
(y * (factorial k))
(factorial.n)]
[iMplementation:
(selecL.case_for k
(1 produces y)
(( 1) produces
(factorialitimes .accumulation [index: (k - i)] [accumulation - (y W i)])))])))])
1: Actually the implementation given below is tail recursive. Recall,. however, that: in
attor semantics tail recursive programs are iterative. [Hewitt and Smith: 1975, Hewitt: 1i9771
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Note that I have derived the somewhat obscure loop invariant referred to earlier,
namely:
y *k! (factorial.limes-accumulation [index: k] [accumulatiOn: y]) = (factorial n) n!
However the iterative implementation given above is still too slow for my purposes! The
faister implementation of factorial which I develop below does not rely on the above loop
irinvariant!
IL5 - Greater Speed
Thl cause of the slowness of the iterati e implementation lies in the fact that the
multiplications are performed sequentially. They take the form
n: n-1...1 2 1
Consider :the following grouping of :the above multiplications
(n *n-1 *... *n/2) .((h/2 -1) (h/2- 2) ... 2 1)
The multiplications in two outermost expressions can be performed in parallel This idea
C•ian be applied recursively to obtain the following recursive implementation:
(describe (factorial =n)
[prechditions: (n is (a Positiveinteger))]
[implementation: (subfactorial n i)])
(describe (subfactorial =k =r)
[preconditions:
((k r) eaCh is (a Positive jnteger))
.(k >_r)]
[is: ((factorial:k) + (factoriai r))]
[implementation:
(select.icase for k
(r produces 1)
((r + 1) produces k)
((P (r + 1)) produces
(subfactorial k (( + r) + 2))
(subfactorial ((k + r) + 2) r))))])
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(describe (=n + =n)
[pireconditions:
(n: isi (a Positive.integer))
(m is (a No...inegativejnteger))]
:[is: (an Integer) =d]
[constraints:
(0 cS d < m)
((m * d) i n)
(n < (ma (d +i)))])
The above implementation of factorial has great potential for parallelism. I: would
like, to make this potential manifest in the structure of the code I will annotate it: with
pragmatic information that can be used• in the execution of the code. An expression of the
formt icreate future g). will be used to indicate that the execution of E can be performed, by
a:. separate concuirrent activity (Baker: and Hewitt: 1977, Hibbard: 1977, Friedman: and Wise:
190781 The annotated program appears below:
(describe (subfactorial =k =r)
[prkconditions:
S.(k.r each.Js (a Positivejnteger))
(k> r)J
[is: ((factorial k) + (factorial r))]
[itmplementation:
(selecl..case.for k
:(r produces 1)
((r + 1) produces k)
((> (r + 1)) produces
(createfuture. (subfactorial K ((k + r) + 2)))
(createfuture (subladtorial ((k + r) + 2) r)))))])
The above implementation executes in the logarithm of the time of the iterative
implement•tion on an. actor machine (Hewitt: 1979] with a large numibei of processors
connected by a high bandwidth network, Note that in contrast with the usual practice in
program transformation systems that we have evolved a niore. efficient recursive
implementation from an iterative implementation!
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II.6 --- Retrospective
Before going on to the next example, I would like -o highlight some aspects of
evolutionary programming which I am advocating. I did not, attempt to develop the mniost
efficient. program all at once. Instead important aspects of the background of the problem
to be solved were described. Then I gradually -worked to evolve the implementation
towards greater speed. Notice that the programming did not proceed in a strictly top
down fashion using stepwise refinement to give definitions of modules which have beent
introduced but not yet defined. Although important ideas are carried forward from one
implementation to the next, the code itself underwent major perturbations with each
refinementt
The initial recursive implementation used too much space and time so an iterative
implementation was evolved using a standard transformation. The iterative, implementation
was an improvement but it was still too slow. However by studying the iterative
fimplementation, I got an idea how to improve the speed by using parallelism. In this way
each implementation evolved into its successor.
Note that the last implementation of factorial can be implemented in a dialect pure
LISP that allows the arguments of a function to be evaluated in paralleL
~DRAFT May .1979P
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III -- FAST PATH EXISTENCE DETERMINATION
The next problem is to write a procedure which will determine whether or not a
path. (of length zero or greater) exists in a. directed graph from some member of a set
[without duplicates] :of nodes x to a member of a set of nodes Y.
The problem is important because it often arises in problem solving situations. For
example one comninon method to prove a formula of the form (implies X. Y) is to assume that
X holds and attempt to prove Y. In.. such cases it is desirable to be able. to draw.
coniclusions by chaining forward from x while at the same time attempting to prove; Y by
chaining backward [Hewift: IJCAI-75].
IIL. --- Describing Finite Graphs.
We have the following description of a Nodejofinit..graph:
(describe ((a Node..ofjinite4raph
[immediateS.uccessorst =thejminediate.luccessors I
.[immediate..redecessors: =the.immediate.predecessors])
.whiichis =thisJlode)
"preconditions i
({theimmediate.stisccessors thejmmediate.redecessors) eachjis (a Node...setoftinite.jraph))]
[consequences:
(implies (=n ( thejinmediatesuccessors)
(this..node ( (imrediatepredecessors -(=n))))
(implies (=n ( theimrmediate..predecessors)
(this.node ( (itnmediate..successors (=n))))])
The above description says that every node of a finite graph is an- immediate successor of
each::f its immediate predecessors and conversely every node is an immediate predecessor
of each of its. immediate successors.
The usual mathemnatical properties of predecessor and successor. functions are
described as follows:
(immediatesuccessors Z) EUn z (immediate..successors (n))
(successors W) E UlfN (immediatejsuccessors. W)
(immediate.,predecessors 7) U n( (immedite..predecessors in))
(predecessors W) Ui(N (immediate.predecessorsi W)
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where N is the set of non-negative integers and for any function f the notation i Adenotes
the i-fold composition of f with itself. Le. for any function f, to is the identity function
and for any non-negative integer i, (ti+ x) is (f fi x)),
The above notation for composition of a function with itself is easily described as
follows.
(describe (=fo0 x)
[preconditions: (f is (a Mapping))]
[is:. x])
(describe (=fn" =x)
[preconditions:
ff is (a Mapping))
(n is (a.Positivejnteger))]
[is:.(f (f(n -1) x))])
The usual mathematical properties of predecessors and successors on graphs given
above can now be expressed using the following descriptions:
(describe (immediatessuccessors (a Node_set-o.fjiniteograph [immediateSuccessors: =s]))
[is: -s])
(describe (immediate.predecessors (a Node..set.ofinitejgraph [immediatepredecessors: =p]))
[is: p])
(describe ((8 Node.set.ofJinite..graph
(immediate.successors: =1hejmmediate.successors]
[successors: =the.successors]
(immediate-predecessors: =thejmmediate.predecessors]
.[predecessors: =the..predecessors])
whichis tthi-sset)
[preconditions:
(iihejinmediatesuccessors the.successors) each.is (a Node..setofJinite.graph))
((theJimmediate..predecessor.s the..predecessors) eachis (a Node-setofUiinite.graph))]
[is: (a Finite..set)]
[consequences:
(theimmediate.successors is (immediate..successors this.set))
(the-successors is (successors this.set))
(thejmmediatepredecessors is (immediate.predecessors this-set))
(the._predecessors is (predecessors this.set))])
DRA.FT May 1.979
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IIL2 --- A Partial Specification
Below, implementations will be defined such that invoking an expression of the
form
(path exists Ifrom: X] [tdi Y])
returns either true or false depending on whether or not there is, a path from the node set x
to the node set v of length zero or greater. The problem to be solved can be partially
specified as follows:
(describe (path.exists (from: =X (a Nodeset.off initegraph [successors: =s])]
[to: =Y (a Node setof-finite.graph [predecessors: =p.])])
[is: (a Boolean)
(false if_and_onlyif ((s n .p) is (j))])
The only :primitive procedures which are available for use in the implementation are
immediate.successors and immediate-predecessors which execute in a time which is proportional to
the :size of the node set which is the argument
(describe (time (a Transaction [procedure: immediatesuccessors] [argument: =X]))
[is: (log (size X))])
(describe (time (a Transaction :tprocedure: immediate.predecessorsj.[argument:"=X]))
.[is: (log (size X))])
In our application the finite graph is not physically stored before the -execution of
path.exists begins. Instead the graph is generated dynamically by the procedures
immediate-successors and immediate.predecessors. Consequently we cannot speed up the process
by somehow "marking" the nodes.
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IIL3 --- Some Initial Implementations
One obvious implementation is obtained by chaining forward from. x:
(describe (forwardpathexists [from: =X (a Nodesetoffinite..graph [successors: =s])]
[to: =Y (a Nodesetofjinite.graph [predecessors: =p])])
[is: (a Boolean)
(alse if ancd onlyjif ((s. n p) is i.))].
: [impiementation:
(selecLcasefor (X n Y)
(-Q{} produces true)
({} produces
(select.case,_for ((immediatesuccessors X)
[to produces false]
[-{4) produces
"(forward..path exists
[froin: ((immediate..successors .X)U X)]
[to: V])])))])
Another obvious implementation can be obtained by chaining backward from v:
(describe (backwardpath-exists [from: =X (a Nodeset.offinite.graph. [successors: =s])]
[to: =Y (a Nodejet offinite.graph [predecessors: =p])j)
[is: (a Boolean)
(false ifandLonly.if ((s n p) is {)))]
:implementation:
..(selectcase.for (X flY)
.(-() produces true)
(1 produces
(selectcaSe for ((immediate.predecessors Y) - Y)
((i produces false)
(-{) produces
(backward..path-exits.
[from: X)
[to: ((immediate.ýredecessors Y) U Y)])))))])
.OkA FT-May M9~
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IIL 4 - Concurrently Working Forward and Backward
.Depending on the topology of the graph either chaining forward or chaining
backward can be more efficient For example if Y has no predecessors or x has a larger
fan out then chaining backward is preferable A new implementation can be constructed
which executes in parallel the implementation which chains forward and the implementationt
which.i phains backward. In order to do this we will make use of the finishesjfirsi
construct (called amb in [McCarthy: 1963] and either in [Ward: 1974). The value of an
expression of the form (finishesfirst E, E2) is computed by evaluating E1 and E in parallel -
and, selecting the value of whichever one finishes first When. one of these. two
cornputatiops produces a value, work on: the other one is terminated.
(describe (pathexists
[from: =X (a Node.set.ofJinite.graph [successors: =s])]
[to: =Y (a Nodesetofjinitegraph [predecessors: =p])])
[is: (a -Boolean)
(false if_and...onlyif ((s n p) is 11))]
(implementation:
(finishesfirst
S (forward.path_exists [from: X] [to: Y])
(backward.path-exists [from: X] [to: Y]))])
However, even the above implementation is not efficient enough for my application.
A major problem is that forward.path..exists and backward.path.exists. may duplicate the work of
activities exploring predecessors.
We shall.: attempt to deal with :this problem by merging the results of exploring
forward and backward in parallel More efficient implementations of the .mappings
suCcessors and predecessors are needed. The following implementation is easily developed for
successors:
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(describe (successors =X)
[preconditions: (X is (a .Node setjfinite.graph (successors: =S]))]
[is:. S]
S[impimentation: ((subsuccessors [from: X] [explored: {(])
where
(describe (subsuccessors [(from: =Z (c S)] [explored: =E. (g S)])
.[is: S]
[imilementation:
(selectcase_for Z
({} produces ()
((an.elementj ...) produces
(selectcase_for an.element.Z
(( E) produces .11)
(,(( E)produces
(U
(an.element3)
(createfuture
(subsuccessors
[from: (Z - (an.element..Zj)]
[explored: (E U (an..elmentl..Z)]))
(createfuture
(iubsuccessors
[from: (immediatesuccessors (an.element..Z))]
[explored: (E U (anelement..Z)])))))))]))])
The idea of the above implementation is that an activity should not duplicate, the work of
exploring any node which it has already seen. This can be accomplished by maintaining a
record -iof the nodes: that it has already explored. Unfortunately it is. still po§ible for
activities exploring succesors to duplicate each others work.
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II1 5 --- A Concurrent Conditional Expression
The implementation of the hardcopy server given below makes use of a conditional
construct of the following form:
(select.one_of
(ifcondition then body l )
(if condition theh body4)
[none..otthe..above: alternativebody])
If any condition; holds then the corresponding body is executed. If more• than one of
the condition hold then an arbitrary one of the corresponding body is selected to be
executed. The user will be warned if more. than one of the conditioni can hold
simutitaneously :and the execution of the corresponding bodyi do not have equivalent effects.
The. rule of concaurrent consideration of conditions encourages programs which are more
robust,. modular, easily modifiable, and efficient than is possible with the conditional
expression in LISP for the reasons which are enumerated in the discussion of the
selectcasefor expression. If none of the condition. hold then alternaitive.body is executed.
The reader will probably have noticed that the selectone.of construct is very
similar to the selectcase_for construct which we introduced earlier in this paper. The
reason for introducing both constructs is that whereas the seilectcasejfor construct is
.often quite succinct and readable there are cases such as the implementation below in.
which, it. is desirable to concurrently test properties of more than one actor in a single
conditional expression making the use of select.one_.of preferable.
The select_one_ of expression is different from the conditiotials of McCarthy,
Dijkstra, etc; in several important respects. The conditions of selectonýeof have been
generalized to allow pattern matching as in the pattern directed programming languages
PLANNER, QA-4, POPLER, CONNIVER, etc. Notice that .our concurrent: conditional
expression is different from: the usual nondeterministic conditional in that if any of the
conditions hold then the body of one of them must be selected 'for execution even if the.
evaluation. of some other condition does not terminate (cf. [Man'na and McCarthy: 1970,
Paterson and Hewitt: 1971, Friedman and Wise 1978)..
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11L6 --- Greater Concurrency
The following implementation has even greater concurrency:
(describe (path..exists
Efrom: =X (a :Node..setoffinite..graph.[successors: =s])]
[toi: =Y (a Node_.setof..finite...graph [predecessors: =p])])
list: (a Boolean)
(f als i fand only. if((s t p) is ({))]
:[implementation:
(subpath,exists
[from: (create.future (successors X))]
;begin compuring :the successors of X in parallel
[to: (createifuture (predecessors YV)])])
;also begin computing the uccessors of V in parallel
(describe (subpath.exists [from: =s] [to: =p])
[impilementation:
(selectone.of
:(if(s is )):)thenfalse)
(if (p is ()) then ialse)
(if Cs is {(=anelement.s ...)) then
;elect •jl elentent of s even though all the elementr•hove not yet been cron paied
(or
(create future (an.elementjs p))
(createjfuture
(subpathexists
[from: (s - (an..element..s))]
* [to: pJ)))).
:if (p is (a,..elementp ...)) then
(or
(create.future (an.element.p as))
(createjfuture
(subpath.exists
[fromin: s]
[to; (p - (an element..p))])))))])
Each invocation. of subpathexists either selects a node from the successors and checks
to see if it is-in the predecessors or vice versa. In this case the concurrent conditional
exp>ression makes a choice that is determined by the concurrency of the system.
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IIL7 --- Prohibition of Redundant Exploration
Although the latest implementation has a great deal of concurrency, it is quite
inefficient in its use of storage. Much of the inefficiency stems from the fact that it can
repeatedly explore the same node. In order to deal with this problem, 1 will impose the
restriction that redundant exploration of the same node is prohibited. 'More precisely I
would :like. to prohibit the ability to take the immediate.predecessors or immediuate.successOrs of
the same node more than once. In many -problem solving systems prohibiting redundant
explotation is important because each node requires a large amount of storage.
In order to avoid redundant, exploration, the implementation is evolved so that a,
level of successors of the origins is explored in strict alternation with a level of predecessors
of .the destinations.
(describe (path..existi
[fromi =X (a Node.seto...ofinite.graph [successors: =s])]
.tio:. =Y (a Nodeoset.of inite.graph [predecessors: =p])])
[is: (e Boolean)
(false if andlonlyjif ((s n p) is I)))]
[implementation: (forward.step [from: X] [to:.Y])])
(describe (fbrwardstep
[fioim: =X (a Node-setofjinite.graph [successors: =s])]
[to: =Y (a NodesetofJinitegraph [predecessors: =p])])
[is: (a Boolean)
(false iLfand.onlyjif ((s l p) is UM))]
[i•plepmentation:
(selectcase_for (x n-Y)
(A4) produces ltrue)
(( ,produces
(selectcasefor ((immediate.successors X) - X).
[Il produces false]
[-,4) produces
(backwardstep
[from: ((immediate.successors X) U X)]
[to: Y])])))])
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(describe :(backward.step
[from: =X (a Node.se|toffinitezgraph [successors: =s])]
[to: =Y (a Nodeset_ofjinite.graph [predecessors: =p])]))
[is: (a:Boolean) .
:(false ifand.only.if ((s n p) is (}))]
(implementation:
(select casefor (X n Y)
(-41 prooduces true)
(() produces
(selectcase.for (Ommedite..predecessors.Y) - Y)
(({ produces false)
(-{) produces
(forward..step
[from: X]
[to: ((iminmediatepredecessors Y) U Y)])))))])
Ther above implementation is still to slow for my purposes. Therefore I will try a
somewhat different approach.
SIL 8 -- Message Passing and Serializers
My next idea for a more efficient: implementation, is to use a shared procedural
data structure called a map that records how much of the graph has been explored. It will
be used to prevent redundant exploration of the graph. An expression of the form i
k(reate_serialized&.map [origins: X] [destinationst Y])
will :,create an actor which accepts messages. of the form (a Predecessor [node: n]) which says
that%. the. node n is a predecessor of the destination nodes y and messages of the form
(a Successor [node: n]) which says that node n is a successor of the origin nodes X.
(describe (a Predecessor [node: (a Node...ofinite..graph)])
[is: (a Message) .
(describe (a Successor [node: (a Node.offinite..graph)])
[is: (a Message)])
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SIII.9 PRIMITIVE SERIALIZERS
The syntax of a simple primitive serializer in Actl is:
(create_serialized_actor b)
Primitive serializers are used to create actors whose behavior may change after the
receipt of a communication. A convenient way to express this is by means of the.: notion
of behavior. At any given time a serialized actor has a behavior (which is another aitor)
and 'its behavior may change as a result of communications which it receives. The initial
behavior of a. serialized actor created by create_serialized actor is the value of the
expression B.. The initial behavior of an actor created by create.serializ~redactor is. the
value of the expression B.
The actor created by create,_serializedcactor behaves in the following way. It can
be either locked or unlocked. When it is created it is unlocked. When the first: message I
arrives, the. serializer becomes locked and the message is sent to B. The value produced by
Sis' installed- as the next behavior of the serialized actor. The' serialized actor: then.
becomes unlocked and thus able to accept the .next message.
A behavior will typically be: implemented using a create.unserializedLctor
expression -which has the following syntax:
(create_unserializedactor
(patternJor..message 1 produces body 1)
(patterh..ormessagei produces b_ ))
If an actor created by a create_unserialized_actor expression accepts a message M which
mnatches any of the patternjormessagei, then the corresponding body i is executed to produced
the fiext behavior. If M inatches more than. one of the patternjfor.messhe 1 , • then an
arbitrary one of the corresponding body i is selected to be executed.
As a result of accepting the message, the current behavior computes a reply. RP
and a new behavior N_._ The reply is sent and the new behavior installed by using a
commitand of the form
(unlock [reply. RP] [become: _YB)
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An.important consideration in the design of efficient serializers is that they should
remain locl ed for as brief a time as possible.
Note that there are three separate events which must occur before a message. ~i can
be accepted by a serialized actor T. First it must be transmitted :in a transmission event
of the form
(a Transmission [target: T] [message: Mj)
Next it must arrive in a arrival event of the form
(an Arrival [target:: T [message: MJ)
Hardware: modules called arbiters are: used to establish an arrival ordering for all messages
sent to Ti. Finally it must be accepted in an acceptance event of the formt
(an Acceptance [recipient: TJ [messageMt Mj)
Messages are accepted in the order in which they arrive. The acceptance marks a
transition in which the target changes from unlocked to locked, Thus if a serialized actor
becomes locked ihen no more messages can be accepted until it unlocks.
IIl 1.0 Implementing a Map
The. procedure create-serialized.map defined below creates a map abstraction that
records .how much: of the graph has been examined. Evaluating an expression: of the formn
(create..eriaiizedmap [origins: X] [destinations: Y]) will produce an 'atotr which records nodes
explored from the origin node set X to the destination node set .
(dedsribe (creattesetializednmap [origins: =the.origins) [destinations: =the.destinations])
preconditaions:-
1(the.origihs the•Aestinations) each.is (a Node_sO.._ofjinite. graph))
((the origins IA thedestinations) is [l)]
to. create a map to record ihe nodes explored from the origins to the destinations
:[is: .(a: Srialized.actor [respondsto: (li (a Predecessor) (a Successor))])]
[impile)ientation:
(crteate .serializeidactor
ta Maip [successors: the.origins] [predecessors: the.destinations]))])
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(describe (a Map
(successors:. (a Node.set.ofjfinite.graph) (_ the.origins)]
[predecessors: (a Node_setoffinite._raph) (" the.destinations)])
[preconditions ,•((predecessors n successors) is ){)]
[implementation:
(create_unserialized_actor
((a Predecessor [node: =n]) produces
;the message receined says that the node n is a predecessor of destinations
(selectone_of
(if (nt predecessors) then
;if n is already known to be an element of the final nodes
(unlock [reply: (a Known.predecessor)]))
;ihen this is reported and the strialixer is unlocked
(if (h ( successors). then
(unlock [reply: (a Known..successor)]))
[noneoftheabove:
(unlock [reply: (an Unexplored.node)]
;the fact that it is not already present in the, map is reported and.
[become: (a Map [predecessors: (predecessors U (n})])])]))
;the serializer is unlocked with. the node n added to predecessors
((a Successor [node: =n]) produces
(select_ one._of
•if (n ( succetsors) then
(unlock [reply: (a Knownsuccessor)]))
(if (n e predecessors) then
(unlock [reply: (a Known.predecessor)]))
[none.ofthe..above:
(iinlock
[reply: (an Unexplored node)]
[become: (a Map [successors: (successors .UIn))])])]?))])
III.11 --- Exploring the Graph using the Map
I will use expressions of .the -form (sendto t m) to denote the result.of sending the
message m to the actor t.
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(describe: (path.exists
[from: =X (a Node.set.offinite.graph [successors: "s])]
[to: =Y (a Nodeset offinite.0graph [predecessors: =p])])
[is: (a Boolean) (false iL.andonly.if ((s n p). is )))]
[implementation:
(selectcase_ for(X n )
' ({)-' produces true) ;if X intersect Y is nonemply then the. value is true
((f produces ;else if they have no nodes in common then
:(let (the.map be (create-serializedjnap [origins: X] [destinations: Yj))
;create a new map called the..map to explore the territory from X to V
then
(finishesfirst
(explore..successors (immediate.esucessors. X))
;delermine whether or not .the immediate successors of Xreach Y
(explore_predecessors (immediate.predecessors Y)))
where ;the following definitions are .placed here in order to share thej.nap
(describe (explore.successors =S) ;to explore the successors of a. node set S
[implementation:
(selecLcase eor s
(() produces false) ;tn case S is the empty set, the value is false
((=an..element..S ...) .produces;select an element of S and call if an.element..S
(or
(create, future i(explore..successors (S - (an..elementS))))
;determine whether or not the successors of REST.,S reach Y
(createfuiture:
(selectcase.for (sendto thejmap (a Successor [node: a..element.S]))
;the cases for the reply from thejnap as' a result, of
;telling it that anelement.S is a successor node are
((a Known..successor)produces ifalse)
;return false if an.element.S is already present as a succesaor of X.
((a .Known_.predecessor) produces true)
;return true if an.AelementLS is known to be a predecessor of Y
((an UnexploredCnode) produces
;in case an..element.S is unexplored in the map m
(explore.successors (immediate.successors (an.element.S)))))))))])
;the.value is determined by whether or not.itr successors reach Y
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(describe (explore.predecessors =S)
[implementation:
(select case for S
({} produces false)
(Q=an elementS ...) produces
.(or
(create future (explore.predecessors (S -(an.element.S))))
(create future
(select-case.for (send-to the.;map (a Predecessor [node: anm..eleent.S]))
((a .Knownpredecessoqr) produces false)
((a Known.successor) produces true)
((an Unexplored-node) produces
(explore..predecessors (immediate..predecessors {anelemnent.S))))))))]))))])
IL.121 --- Removing the Bottleneck
The map, actor m treated in the above implementation may -be a serious bottleneck
in a iimultiprocessor system with a large number of processors. The reason is. that a rapidly
growing nuinber of activities must be serialized through the map. The implementation of
the map abstraction giveni below eliminates this bottleneck.
The bottleneck is removed by the ability to replace a serialized :actor with an
unserialized actor, If a result of the form
(unlock
reply: v~
(:become: rj)
is computed then the serializer replies with the value of the expression v and is replaced by
the actor which is the value of r. Our use of replacement is similar to the use of a similar
operator in [Kahn and Macqueen: 19771
The idea of the implementation below is that when the successors or predecessors Of
a seri lized map: m reach a certain size called the break.size, then m can become an
unserialized map u. The possible future growth of a can be accommodated by giving it a
left submap and right submap selected on the basis of node number for storing any new
nodes which. it receives. Node numbers can be described as follows:
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(describe ((a Node) whichjis =this..node)
[is: (alNode [number: =n (an Integer)])]
[constraints:
(implies
(=mtnis (a Node. [number: n]))
(im is this;jode))])
(describe: umber
[is: (a Projectivejyelation [concept: Node])])
Projective rielations are described in an: appendix. The upshot' is that two nodes are
coreferertial if and only if they have the same node number.
.The left and right submaps are created as serialized actors but will also become
unserialized if they exceed the break.size. In this way the potential bottleneck is eliminated.:
(describe (createseriaiited..map [origins: =the-origins] [destinations: .=the.destinations])
.preconditions:
'((thep.origins the.destinationsl each is i(a Nodeset otfjinite.graph))
i((the .origins .f. the6destinations) is (1)]
:[is: (an Actor .[responds.toi (CII (a Predecessor) (a Successor))])]
[iimpementation:
(create_serializedcactor
(a Serializedjnap [successors: the.origins][predecessors: the.destinations]))l)
o ts.
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(describe (a Serializedmap
..[successors: (a Node.setoffinite-graph) (_:the.origins)f
[predecessors: (a Node_set,qoffinitegraph) (2 the destinations)])
[preconditions: ((predecessors f successors) is f()]
.[implementation:
(create_unserialized_actor
((a Predecessor [node: =n]) produces
(selectone_of
(if (n f predecessors) then
(unlock [reply: (a Known.predecessor)]))
(if (n : successors) then
(Unlock [reply: (a Known..successor)])}
[none..oftheabove:
(selectcase for (size predecessors)
((< breaksize) produces
(unlock
[reply: (an Unexplored.node)]
[become: (a Serialized...map [predecessors: (predecessors U. (l)l)])]))
((Q break-size) produces
(unlock
[reply: (an Unexplored.node)]
[become:. (c.reate.unserialized,map (predecessors U (n)) successors)])))]))
((a Successor [node: =n]) produces
(select onfe_of
(if (n ( successors) then
(unlock [reply: (a Knownjsuccessor)]))
(if (n ( predecessors) then.
(Unlock [reply: (a Known-predecessor)]))
[none_..Ltheabove:
(select case for (size successors)
((( break.size) produces
(unlock
[reply: (an Unexplored.code)]
[become: (a Serialized,,iap [successors: (successors U (n})])j))
((_..break.size) produces
•(unlock
[reply: (an Unexplorednode)]
[become: (create.unserializedJnap predecessors (successors U :Un))]))])
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idescribe (create..unserialized..map -successors =predecessors)
:preconditions:
((successors predecessors) each is (a Node.set.offinite.l.raph))
((successors nl predecessors) is ())]
(is: .(ao Unserialized.actor [responds-to: (0J (a Predecessor) (a Successor))])]
[implementation:
(let
(median.Aode.iumber be (median. (node.numbers (predecessors U successors))))
(Ief|tLsubmap be (creatkserialized..map [origins: {)] (destinations:. I)]))
:(ighLtsubmap be (create.serializedJnap [origins: )] [destihations: ()]))
then
(createh.unserialized_actor
((a Predecessor [node: =n (a Node [number: =number.ofnji])) =the.message produces
;the mesnage received says that the node n is - predecessor of destinations
(selectoneof
(if .(n ( predecessors). then
;f n is already known to be an element of the final nodes
(a Known.predecessor))
;then:- this is reported
.(if (n ( successors) then
(a Known-successor))
[none..ofthe.above:
(select.case_for number-.oLn
((_ median.node-number) produces (send_to leftsubjmap the.message))
(( inediannoden.number) produces (sendto right.subjnap the.jessage)))l))
((a Successor [node: =n (a Node [number: =numberofn])]) =the..message produces
(selectoneof
: (if i(n successors) then
(a Known..successor))
(if: (o predecessors) then.
(a Known..predecessor))
[(non*oLoithe.9.above:
(select.case_.for number...fn
((. median-node..number) produces (sendtoleftiub.map theJnessago))
((> median..nodeJnumber) produces (sendt0o .right..sub.map the-message))))))))])
On an actor machine [Hewitt: 19791 with. sufficiefitly many processors, the above.:
implementation executes in the logarithm of the amount of time of the implementation
given by [Reynolds: 197"7] for a conventional serial computer.
The implementation (with no redundant exploration) of the path existence problem
evolved in this paper is more efficient than any implementation that can be programmed in
:an applicative language such as a dialect of pure LISP that allows the arguments to a
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function td be evaluated in. parallel. The reason for the inefficiency is -that in such an
applicative language it is necessary to reconstruct the map for each level of depth. of the
graph explored in order to avoid redundant exploration.
This result is important because it bears on the question whether all programming
can be done efficiently in an applicative language like pure LISP.
IV - CONCLUSIONS
In this paper I have evolved 'concurrent implementations for two simple
programiming problems. It is interesting to contrast the approache taken here: with :the one
in [Naur. 1972) The methodolody advocated in this paper can produce. significantly faster
implementations for an actor machine [Hewitt: 1979.]. than the methods used in [Reynolds,
19771 Also the development of these implementations has caused me to evolve my. criteria
of what I amt willing to accept as a useful implementation for the two problems considered
in this paper: future implementations must be at: least as efficient as the implementations given:
here The derivations in this paper illustrate the co-evolution of implementations and.
partial interface specifications which often occurs in more substantial software projects.
Only at: a very late stage did I realize that (!acorial n) could be implemented in the time of
(log n) multiplications. Explorations of what is possible to implement provide, guidance on what
are reasonable partial interface specifications. As experience accumulates. in using an
implementation, more of the real needs and possible benefits are discovered- causing the
partial: interface specifications to change with time.
DR.A.M. .May..19.7.9
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This paper is a somewhat belated and much revised version of talks which I
delivered, at the Electrotechnical Laboratory in June 1976. In addition to absence of the
"goto,. the: individual assignment command is: also entirely absent from this paper.
Valdis Berzins, Dick Waters, and Kenneth Kahn suggested some :changes in
emphasis that helped. to make this paper less contentious. Giuseppe Attardi, Jerry Barber,
Henry Lieberman, Bill Martin, and Luc Steels made many useful suggestioins for
improvements in the form and content of this paper. The description systei.m represents
joint work .with Attardi. The comments and criticisms of Bill. Ackerman, Russ Atkinson,
leriry Barber, Roger Duffey, Barbara Liskov, Henry Lieberman, Hideyuki. Nakashima, Jerry
Roylance, Steve Snioliar,. Guy Steele, and the referees .have materially improved the-
presentation .and. content of a .previous version of this paper. Conversations with John.
Reyiolds, Robin Milner, and Rod Butstall at an Edinburgh outing in July 1977 provided
the Jimpetus for the development of the ideas in this paper. The path existence problein
treated in this paper was proposed as an interesting one to investigate by [Reynolds 1977.
I would like to thank Professor Reynolds for providing me with an extremely interesting
problem to investigate in terms: of the programming methodology advocated hete.
This paper builds on previously published work on the relationship between iterative
and recursive control structure [Greif .and Hewitt: 1975 and Hewitt: 1.977. Since the 'first.
versioit of this paper was completed, Manna and Waldinger' have written a memo entitled
"Structuired Programming with Recursion" which supplements some of the' points about the
relationship ibetween recursive and iterative control structure.
Our description system is a synthesis of the mechanisms in logic and type systems.
It uniifies and tnutually strengthens the best aspects of both. The. powerful logical rules of
Sdeduction can be applied to: descriptions of statements. Predication between descriptions
provides :a hierarchy in which: knowledge can be organized, in the fashion of Rogetrs
Thesaurus and the Micropaedia of the Encyclopaedia Britannica.
The intellectual roots of our description system go back to: von
Netimann-Bernays-Godel set theory [Godel: 1940], the w-order quantificational. calculus, and
the lambda: calculus. Its development has been influenced by the property lists of LISP,-
the:: pattern m•iatching constructs in PLANNER-71 and. its descendants QA-4, POPLER,
CONNIVER, etc., the multiple descriptions and beta structures: of MERLIN, the class"
mechanism of SIMULA, the frame theory of Minsky, the packagers of PLASMA, the
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stereotypes in [Hewitt: 1975], the tangled hierarchies of NETL, the attribute, grammars of
Knuth, the type system of CLU, the descriptive mechanisms of KRL-0, the partitioned
semantic, networks of [Fikes and Hendrir. 19771 the conceptual representations of
[Yonezawa: 1977-, the class mechanism of SMALLTALK. [Ingalls: 1978], the goblets of
Knowledge Representation Semantics [Smith: 19781; the selector notation of BETA, the
inheritance: mechanism of OWL, the mathematical semantics of actors [Hewitt and Attardi:
1978], the type system in Edinburgh LCF, the XPRT system of Luc Steels, the constraints
:in [Borning: 1977, 1979 and Steele and Sussman: 1978. Conversations with Alan Botning,
Scott. Fahiman, William. Martin, Allen Newell, Alan Perlis, Dana Scott, Brian Smith, and
the: participants in .the "Message Passing Systems" seminar were extremely helpful in getting
the description system nailed down.
PLASMA. adopted the :ideas of pattern matching, message passing, and concurrency
as the core of the language. It was developed in an attempt. to synthesize a unified system
that combined the message passing, pattern matching, and pattern directed invocation and
retrieval in PLANNER [Hewitt: 1969; Sussman,. Charniak, and Winograd: .1972; Hewitt;
197t], the modularity of SIMULA [Dahil and Nygaard: 1968], the message passing ideas of
an early= design for SMALLTALK [Kay: 1972], the functional data structures in the lambda
calculus based 'programming languages, the concept of -concurrent events from Petri Nets:
(although the actor notion of ani event is rather -different than Petri's), and the protection
inherent :in the capability based operating: systems with their protected entry points. The
subclass: concept originated in [Dahl and Nygaard: 1968] and adapted in [Ingalls; 1978] has
provided useful ideas.
The pattern matching imnplemented in PLASMA was developed partly to provide a
convenient efficient method for an actor implemented in the language to bind the
components of a message which it receives. This decision was based on experience using
message passing for pattern directed: invocation which originated in PLANNER [Hewitt.
j1AI-69] (implemented as MICRO-PLANNER by [Charniak, Sussman, and Winograd.
1971)D. A related kind of simple pattern matching has also. be used to. select the
components of messages by [Ingalls: 1978] in one of the later versions of SMALLTALK
and by [Hoare: 1978] in a design: for Communicating Sequential Processes. However CSP
uses assignment to pattern variables instead of binding which is used in PLANNER,
SIMULA, antd PLASMA.
SCHEME [Steele and Sussman: 1978] is a simpler language which does not deal
with either pattern matching or concurrency. The attempt by Sussman and. Steele to relate
PLASMA and the actor message passing model of computation to the lambda calculus.
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influenced them to abandon dynamic [fluid] scoping in favor of lexical: scoping so that their
latigotage could also use the paradigm for iteration developed for PLASMA. Lexical scoping
was chosen for PLASMA because it much more closely mirrors the underlying Imessage
passing semantics: of actors than dynamic scoping. Modeling dynamic scoping would require
that a dictionary be passing with every request. The description system discussed in thiss
paper also relies very heavily on lexical scoping. Guy Steele [Steele 1977] has :developed a
compiler for SCHEME Henry Lieberman is developing a more general compiler that deals
with pattern matching, concurrency, and synchronization entirely within the message passing
paradigm'.
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APPENDIX I --- Communication and State Change
The programming problems arising from use of individual. GOTO and
ASSIGNMENT commands have become well known over the last decade. However, the
removal of these constructs fromn traditional programming languages has been found by
many to be constricting and to result in inefficient programns. A number of proposals have.
been.n advanced to allow these commands in a restricted way [e.g. Knuth: 1974 and
Reynolds: 1977].
For the past several years I have been investigating the message passing metaphor
of computation and have found that it can be used to conveniently and efficiently
implemnent iterative programs without ever thinking about individual GOTO br
ASSIGNMENT commands. PLASMA [Hewitt and Smith: 1975, Hewitt: 1977, Hewitt and
Atkinson: 1977 and 1979, Yonezawa: 1977]. was one of the first concurrent, .programming
languages with no special primitive control constructs for iteration. Iteration emerges as
one of the patterns of passing messages that .is inherent in the basic structure of PLASMA.
The underlying message passing seinantics of the language [Greif and Hewitt: 1975, Hewitt
1977, Hewitt and Baker: 1977, Hewitt and Attardi: 1978] led directly to the development
of this paradigm for iteration. Before the development of PLASMA the general view
[Allen. and Cocke: 1972; Paterson and Hewitt: 1970; Strong: 1971] was that certain recursive
procedures '[sometimes called "tail-recursive" or "semi-recursive") could: be recognized by the
compiler and translated as load, store, and transfer of control instructions. On a.message
passing machine in a language like PLASMA, no such "recognition" and "translation" is
necessary. However, in order to make PLASMA run efficiently on conventional machines
it is :necessary to. recognize these special cases. Fortunately. the language has been designed
to: mhake: this task relatively easy. In fact programs in a language like. PLASMA without
individual GOTO and ASSIGNMENT commands can be optimized more easily than
conventional .programs.
However, this does not mean that Reynolds [.1977] and Knuth [1.974] are .incorrect
in their clait that their absence can be constricting in a more traditional programming
methodology. In my view a fundamental limitation: of the GOTO command is that it
provides for the transfer of control to the target site of the GOTO without allowing for
the possibility of sending along a message with the transfer of control Thus using the
1: This may sound a bit mysterious to readers unfamiliar with the semantics of :message
passing. For an explanation of the reason see [Hewitt: 1977] and [Hewitt and Attardi:
1978].
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GOTO construct the only way to provide information to the target site is to use a side
effect on some resource shared with the target site. The side effect gratuitously limits the
concurrency that is possible. Naively it might be thought that message passing is just an
ASSIGNMENT followed by a GOTO. However this is incorrect because there is no state
change inherent in sending and receiving messages between actors [Hewitt and Smith: 1975,
Hewitt: 1977, Hewitt and Baker: 1977]. If the target actor of a message is serialized then
arbitration is required to decide the order in which messages are processed. However, if
the target actor is unserialized then no such arbitration is required and the target actor
can process arbitrarily many messages in parallel.
The only way to cause a state change in the programming language used in this
paper is to use a serializer [Hewitt: 1975, Hewitt and Atkinson: 1977, Hewitt, Attardi,
and Lieberman: 1978, Hewitt and Attardi: 19781 Serializers have the advantage that they
encapsulate state change in a much more modular fashion than is accomplished by
individual ASSIGNMENT and GOTO commands. Instead both state change and transfer
of control are encapsulated in a single primitive that can accomplish both concurrently.
We have found that this encapsulation tremendously increases the readability and
modularity of modules that implement state change. The techniques used for efficiently
optimizing the implementation of serializers for execution on conventional machines are
similar to the ones which have been developed for tail recursion.
The result that concurrent programs can always be written efficiently without use
of the GOTO construct does not in and of itself imply that programs can be written
efficiently without use of state change (in which some actor changes its behavior). Greif
and Hewitt [1975] have developed a procedure for effectively transforming any sequential
program which makes use of state change into an equivalent program which does not cause
any state changes. However, it is not known whether or not efficiency bounds which we
derived are the best that, can be obtained for typical sequential algorithms. State change is
a significant source of difficulty in concurrent programs. It limits the amount of
concurrency that is possible. Furthermore it can easily be a source of subtle bugs because
of race conditions. The only use for state change in the programs considered in this paper
is to implement commtiunication between independent concurrent activities. It is currently
an open research question what the important uses of state change are on an actor machine
beyond implementing communication between independent concurrent activities.
Because of the development of extremely large scale integrated circuit chips and
geographically distributed computer networks, it appears that at some point in the not too
distant future almhnost all programs will execute in a multiprocessor environment. Thus we
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should design our programming languages and algorithms to be appropriate for this new
environment; The programminig techniques and implementations presented in: this paper
have: been constructed with this new environment in mind. In this new environment the
message passing paradigm advocated in this paper produces much faster implementations for
factorial and the path existence probleni
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APPENDIX II --- Implementation of Cells using Serializers
In this appendix we present an implementation of cells [Greif and Hewitt:
POPL-75, Hewitt and Baker: IFIP-77] using primitive serializers.
(describe (create.cell =initialcontents)
[is. (a Serializedactor [responds-to: (1I (a Contents.query) (an Update))])]
[implementation:
(createserializedactor
(a Cell [currentcontents: initial-contents]))])
(describe (a Cell [current_contents: (an Actor)])
[implementation:
(create._unserialized_actor
((a Contents_query) produces
(unlock [reply: current_contents])) ;reply sending back the current contents
;unlock the serializer for the next message without changing the behavior
((an Update [next-contents: =n]) produces
(unlock [become: (a Cell [currentxcontents: n])])))])
;unlock the serializer with the current contents being n
The above definition shows how serializers subsume the ability of cells to efficiently
implement synchronization and state change in concurrent systems.
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APPENDIX III The Unpack Construct
Our description system makes use of the unpack construct [Hewitt: 1971] whith is
denoted by "!" in relations. The unpack construct is used inside a sequence s to indicate
that all of the elements of the sequence which follows "!' are elements of s. For example
if x is the sequence [3 4] and y is the :sequence [9 8] then the following equivalences hold:
[x !y = [3 4] ![9 s]8 [[3 41 9 81
[!x !y] = [![3 4]![98]] = [3,4 9 81
[!x 5x] = [![3 4] 5 1[34]] = [3 453 41
• The unpack operator is also used in pattern matching:
if the pattern [=x !=y] is matched against [1 2 3] then
x is bound to 1 and
y is bound to [2 3]
if the pattern [4 =x !=y] is matched against [4 5] then
x is bound to 5 and
y is bound to [
if the pattern [=x [4 !=y] !=z] is matched against [9 [4 3] 7 8 93 then
x is bound to 9
y is bound to p3] and
z is bound to [7 8 9]
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APPENDIX IV.-- Thumbnail. Sketch of the Description System
This appendix presents a brief sketch of the syntax and semantics, of our description
systen. A paper which more fully presents the description system and compares it< with
other formalisms, which have been proposed is in preparationt
The description system is intended to be used as a language of communication with
the proposed Programming Apprentice. Its syntax looks somewhat like a version of
template. English [Hewitt: 1975; Bobrow and Winograd: 1977, Wilks: 1976] Thus for.
examtple we write (an Integer) in this paper: instead of writing (integer) as was. done in
PLANNERI1,. However we also allow the *ise of instance descriptions such as
(the Integer .[:- 0] [.::2]) to describe the Integer which is greater than .0 and less than :2...
We feel that: it is. quite important that a. description expressed in template. English..
correspond in a naturail way with the intuitive English meaning. For this reason we use
the indefinite article in attribute descriptions such as the one below:
(4 is (an element of {2 4 6)))
where the :inary relation element can occur multiply in an instanice description such as
((12 4 6 is (a Set [element: 2] eilement:. 4])))
where (a Set..[element: 2] [element: 4]) is. a partial description of (2 4 6). Attribute descriptions
only make use of the. definite article in cases like the one below
((the imaginary.part of (a Real)) is 0):
where the binary relation imaginary.part projectively selects the imaginary part of a Real :In
this case the relation imaginaryart might be inherited from complex via the following
description:
((a Real) is (a Complex [imaginary.part: 0]))
For: the purpose of describing mappings, .1 prefer the syntax
Bo ak: ook Chapter , Section ... to the syntax
I[cf. Bouirbaki: flook I, Chapter II, Section 3] to the syntax
• .. :.
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(X x. ...x ..)
of the lambda calculus. For example the mapping cubes which takes a number to its cube.
can be described as follows:
(describe cubes
[i.: ~[-=n 3]])
VL1 -- Examples
VI l.a. - Articulation
Articulation is an important capability of a description system. For example
(describe cubes
[is: (a Mapping [=nri- n3D])
can be. articuilated as follows:.
(cubes is (a Mapping [1-4: 11 [2V-4 81 [3"-4 27] [4" 64] [5- 125].. ))
where .. is. ellipsis.
VLI. ---b Sets and Multisets
Sets and: multisets. can be described in terms of mappings using the usual
tmathematical isomorphisms. Fori example
(describe Ja b)
[is: (a Mapping [a" 1] [bi 1] [-,a n -b"-b 0])])
describes the set ia b) as a mapping from a and b onto 1 since they are present in the set
and everything else maps to 0 since there are no occurrences of other elements. Extending
the same idea to: multisets gives the following example:
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(describe J'ia b all
[is: (6.Mappi"ng [a.- 2] [b-- ] [-,a -,.b- 0])])
which says that I{lab al) can be viewed as a mapping in which a occurs with multiplicity 2, b
occurs with multiplicity 1, and all other elements occur with multiplicity 0.
VL c --- Transitive Relations
'If (3 is (an Integer [: 4])) and (4 is (an Integer [: 5])), we can immediately conclude
that
(3 is (an Integer [<: (an Integer (: 5])]))
by the transitivity of predication. From this last statement,: it be possible to conclude that
(3 is (an Integer [i<: 5]),) This goal can be accomplished' by the command
(describe :
.[isk (a Transitivejeiation [for: Integer])])
which says that < is a transitive relation for Integer and by. the command below which says
that if x is an instance of a concept which has a relationship. R with something which is the
same: concept which has the relationship R with m where R is a transitive relationship for
concept, then x has the relationship R with m.
:(describe (a ==concept .[=R: (a =concept [=R:. =m])])
.p :[reconditions: V(R iS (a TransitiveJelation [for: concept]))]
[i:s (a concept [R: in])])
The desired conclusion can be reached by using the above description with. concept. bound to
intiger, R bound to <, and m bound to 5.
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VI. ld Projective Relations
If (z .is(a Complex [realpart: (> 0)])) and (z is (a Complex [real-part: (an Integer)])) then by
merging it follows that (z is (a Complex [real.part± (> 0)] [real..parfi (an Integer)])) However in
order to be able to conclude that (z is (a Complex [realpart: (> 0) (arfInteger)])) some additional
inforimation is needed. One very general 'way to provide this information is by
.(dscribe realpart
(ist (a Projectivej.elation [concept: Complex])])
and by the command
(describe (a =C [=R::=descriptioni] [=R: =description2])
[preconditions: (R is(a Projectiverelation [concept: C]))]
S[is:.(a C [R: descriptionl -description2])])
The desired conclusion :is reached by using. the above description with C bound to complex, R
bound to reaLpart, descriptioni bound to (>0o), and description2 bound to (an Integer).
This example cannot be done in most type systems; the above solution makes use
of the o-order .capabilities of our description system.
VL Le -- :Self Description
Self description provides the ability for the programming Apprentice to reason
about its owni procedures. However we must beware of paradoxes. For example. the
following sentence clearly holds in o order logic:
VP Vx (P x) if-andonlyif (P x)
'From the -above sentence, we obtain, the following by the usual rules for quantifiers:
VP 30 Vx (Q x) iLandonlyjf (P x)
Substituting the following: mapping
(=s (not(s s))
for- P, we get
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3Q Vx (Q x) iLandConlyif (not (x x))
Using 3-elimination: with 00 for O we get
Vx (0 x) iflandonlyif (not (x x))
Substituting 0 6 for .x we obtain Russell's paradoxical formula:
(00 Q) if_andonlyjif (not (QO QO))
However the above formula is a contradiction in our description system only if
.(Qo 0Q) is a Boolean which are described as follows
(describe (a Boolean)
tis: (U true false)])
(describe truie
'false
(a Boolean)])
(describe faise
-,true
(a Boolean)])
We propose to restrict the rules of logic to statements which are Booleanm For example the
rile of dotible negation elimination can be expressed as follows:
(describe (not (not =p))
S [precondition:: (p is (a Boolean))]
S[is: p])
In this way we hope to avoid contradictions in our description system. In the course of
the next year we will attempt to adapt one of the standard proofs to demonstrate- its
consistency.
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VL2 --- Axioms
The description system is defined by its underlying behavioral semantics. The
axiomnatization given below is significant in that it represents a first attempt to. axiomatize a
description system of the power of the one described here. As far as I know previous to
the: development of this one, similar axiomatizations for FRL, IRL, OWL, MDS,..etc. did.
not: exist.
The most fundamental axiom is Transitivity of Predication which says that for any
:<description3)
Transitivity of Predication
(implies
(and
(<descriptiont> is <description 2>)(<description 2> IS <description3 >))
(<descriptionl> is.<ddscription3 >))
The descriptions in our system are completely intentional. Le. the fact that the.
extension of two descriptions is the same does not force the conclusion that the descriptions
are coreferential. Suppose we define snarks to be set of all animals which are both
herbivores and carnivores. Then in Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory it follows that (snarks c tows)
because, the einpty set is a subset of every other set. From the following statements
((a Snark) is (a Carnivore))
((a .Snark) is (a Herbivore))
((a Carnivore) is -(a Herbivore))
we can conclude that
((a Snark) :is -(a'Herbivore)).
by. transitivity of predication. Thus we can conclude that nothingl is a snark because
anything which is a Snark would necessarily be both a Herbivore and not a Herbivore.
However this does not force the conclusion that
:((a Snark) is (a Cow))
Another important axiom is
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Reflexivity
(<description> is <description>)
which says that every description describes itself.
:Other important axioms are Commutativity, Deletion, and Merging
Commutativity
((a <descriptioni> <attributions1> <attribution2> <attributions 3 <attribution 4> <atiributions 5 4.) is
(a <description1> <attributions1> <attribution 4> <atiributions 3> <attribution 2i <attributions5>))
which says that the order in which attributions of a concept are written is irrelevant. Note
that . <attributions> is a string of zero or more elements of category <attribution).
Deletion
((a <descriptionj> <attributionsp> <attribution 2.> <attributions 3>) is
(a <description> <attributions > <attributions 3>))
which. says that attributions of a concept can be deleted, and
-Merging
(and
:(<description.> is (a <description 2 > <attributionsl>))
:(<deiscriptiobn 1  is (a <description 2> <attributions 2>)))(<descriptiont>i is (a description 2> <attributionsi). <attributions 2>)))
which says that attributions of the same concept can be merged.
Additional axioms1 are given below for other descriptive mechanisms:
Coreference
i(descriptioni> cref <description2>) ifand onlyif
(<desyriptioij> is <description 2>) and (<description 2> is <description>)
--~~--- 7------------------ -- - - - - -~~~1: We are grateful to Dana Scott, Maria Simi, and Jerry Barber for helping us to remove
.some bugs from these axioms
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Criteriality
(Implies
(and
(<description1 > is (the only <description3 ))O
(<description2 > is (the, only <description3 >)))
(<descriptionj> coref <description 2>))
Constrained Description
(<description.> iS (<description2 .such.Lthat <statement>)) if.andonlyif(implies
<statement>:
(<description1> is <description 2 >))
Qualified Description
(<description1> is (<description2> thatis <description3 >)) ifandonlyif(and
(<descriptiont> is <description2 >)
(<description1 : is: <description3 >))
View Point
((<descriptionp> viewed as <description2 >) is
((description 2) SUCh.that (<description> is (description 2>))
Shift In Focus
•(<descripion 1 > ,is (a <description2 > [<description 3 >: <description4 ])) ifLandonlyi
(<description4> is (a idescription3 > of (<descriti> iewedas (a desption2>)))
Definite Selection
((the .description 1  of (a <description 2 > [<descriptioni): <description3 >])) is <description 3 )
Complementation
(-.-,idescription> coref <description>)
(<description> :is -s<description2>) iLand.onlyif (<description2 > is -,<descriftion1 >)
((<descriptloni. is -(<description2>) implies(V =d
(implies
(d is <descriptionj>)
(not (d is <description2>)))))
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Meet
(<descriptionl> is (fl <description 2 > <description3> )).if-altonly, if(and
(<description 1 > is (description2 >)
(<descriptionl> is <description 3>))
((01 <descriptionq> <description2 )) is (description2 >)
(h(•[•destription.> <description2 > coref (U -,<description1 > -,description 2>)))
Join
((L,•description 2 > <description3>) IS <description1 )) if_anidonly.if(and
•(<description 2 > is <descriptiont>)
(<description3) is <description>))
(<description1 i is (U (description 1 > <description 2>))
(-(01 <description > (description 2 ) coref (fn -,<description). -,(descriptiOn 2 )))
Disjoint Join
((ci <description 1 > <description2 >) coref
(LI.
(1 <descriptionri 
-,<description 2 >)
(ln: -<descriptionl <description 2>)))
Conditional Description
(<description 1 i s (<description2> if <statement>)) if.andonlyif
(<statement> implies (<descriptioni> is <description2 >))
VL 3 Syntax
If <x> is a syntactic category then an expression of the form <x>*: Will be used to
denote an arbitrary sequence of zero or more items separated by blanks in the syntactic
category x>. An expression of the form <x> . will be used: to denote an arbitrary sequence
of one or more items separated by blanks in the syntactic category <x>.
Th. following is the syntax for descriptions and statemeots:
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<description> ::= <identifier> I
=<identifier> I ;ihe character = is used to mark local identifiers
(statement> 1 ;note that tatenmeftls (which are described below) are deMcriptions
<attribute-description> I
<attribution> I
<instance.description> I
<criterial description> I
<mapping-description> I
<sequence..description> I
<set.descriptionW I
<multiset-description> I
<instance-description> I
(<description> viewedas <description>) I
(<description> if <statenent>) I
(<description.> thatis <description>) I
(<description> suchthat (statement>) I
(fl <description>) I ;fl designates the meet of desciptions
(U <description> ,) I ;U designates the join of descriptions
(Ii <description>) ,I ;0i de.signates disjoint join of descriptions
:-,<description> I ;, designates the complerment of a description
(<relation> <description>*)
<criterial.description> ::= .(theonly <description t)
;only used for descriptions that describe exactly one thing
<instance..description> ::= <indefinriteinstance> I <definiteJinstance>
<indefinitejnstance> :: (<indefinite-article> (concept> <attribUtion>*)
idefitiitejnstance> ::= (the <concept> <attribution>*.)
:;definiteinstnrices are used only for criterial descriptions
(indefinite_article> :,:= aI an
;there is no semantic significance attached to the choice of which article is used
<concept>. ::= <description> ;note that this is. order
<attibution>: ::= [<binaryrelationr.description> t : <description+ ]i
<attributions> ::= <attribution>*
• binary.relation.description) ::= <description> ;note that this i nto order
<attribute.Sdescription> ::= <projectiveattribute..description) I
(<indefinite.article> <binary..elation.description> of <descriptior))
<projective&.attributedescription> ::= (the <binaryirelation.description> of (description>)
;expresses that <binaryjrelatiordescrtioion> ie projective for <description>
;see example below for an explanation of projective binary relations
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<mappingdescription> ::= [<description>I- <description)t]
<sequence.description> :::. [<elements-descriptioi>* . I
,<setjdescription> ::= ((<elementsdescription)*) I ;( and ) are used o delimil sess
"Onul tiset.description> ::= {I<eiements.description)l I ;(
end ) are used to delimit multisetsl
<elemeritsdescription> ::= ... I
<description> I
!<description> ;! is the unpack construct
<statement> ::= (<predicate> <description>*)
<predication> I
(<description> coref <description>) I ;statement of coreference
({<description>*) each'is <description>) I
(and <statement>) )
(o0 <statement>t) I
(xor <statement:t) i
(not <statement>) I
.(implies <statement> <statement>)
<predication> ::= (<subject> is icomplement>)
<subject) ::= <description>
<complement>. ::= <description)
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